Industries Served
Analytic and
Research
Compliance testing,
research, universities,
laboratories

Infrared
Industries

Energy and
Utilities
Continuous emissions
monitoring, regulatory
compliance,
combustion monitoring

Environmental
Green compliance,
emissions monitoring

Industrial
Stack monitoring,
combustion monitoring
for boilers and
furnaces, process
emissions monitoring

Motor Vehicle
Performance tuning,
diagnostics, and
emission testing
25590 Seaboard Lane
Hayward, CA 94545

Petroleum
Continuous emissions
monitoring, regulatory
compliance, enhanced
oil recovery

Phone: 510-782-8100
Toll Free: 800-344-0321
Fax: 510-782-8101
E-mail: sales@infraredindustries.com
Website: www.infraredindustries.com

Founded in 1959, the
company is widely
respected and
recognized in the motor
vehicle, oil and gas,
industrial, environmental,
analytic and research,
and energy and utility
industries for its rugged,
reliable, accurate, stateof-the-art, and affordable
gas analyzer
instrumentation.

Infrared Industries Products
FGA4000XDS Gas
Analyzer
Measures 4- or 5gases for motor
vehicle emissions,
tune-ups,
diagnostics
FGA4500 Gas
Analyzer
Multi-language
version of
FGA4000XDS
HM5000 Gas
Analyzer
Handheld 4- or 5gas for motor
vehicle emissions,
tune-ups,
diagnostics
IR-208 Gas
Analyzer
Measures up to 6
gases (choice of
over 270 gases),
customizable,
continuous
emissions
monitoring (CEM),
labs, industrial

IR-8400D Gas
Analyzer
Rugged, CEM for oil
and gas, explosionproof enclosure,
NEMA 7, measures up
to 5 gases
simultaneously
IR-8400DC Gas
Analyzer
Adds methane
measurement to
hydrocarbon
monitoring

IR-8400D Dual
Stream Gas Analyzer
Monitors multiple
points or sample
streams
IR-400 Series NDIR
Optical Benches
Measures up to 3
gases under IR plus 2
additional, multiple
path lengths, custom,
ideal for OEMs

IR-741 Sample
Conditioner
Two-point sampling,
low-pressure, provides
clean sample for
industrial, lab, utilities
IR-741XP Sample
Conditioner
Adds explosion-proof,
NEMA 7 enclosure
and temperaturecontrolled
environment, oil and
gas, rugged
IR-1150 Sample
Conditioner
High-pressure, twofilter sampling system,
rugged, utilities,
industrial, oil and gas

IR-1150 Dual Stream
Sample Conditioner
Adds delivery of two
clean samples to the
analyzer

BA-2012 Gas
Analyzer
Gas analyzer in a
box with
pneumatics, optical
bench, software for
PC

IR-510 NDIR Optical
Bench
Measures up to 3
gases under IR plus 2
additional, compact,
custom, ideal for
OEMs

IR-1151 Sample
Conditioner
High-pressure
sampling system adds
explosion-proof pump

IR-2200D Gas
Analyzer
CEM, multiple
housings and
mountings,
industrial

Software
Remote control of gas
analyzers, benches
through IRI Display
and InfraView
Software for PC

Pumps and Filters
Diaphragm and
industrial pumps and
single and dual lowand high-pressure
filters

